













































































Sites and Heritage in the Hands of Citizens  
“DAZAIFU Citizens’ Heritage”
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Abstract: Historical/Archeological Sites and Cultural/Natural 
Heritage are indispensable for us to draw portrait of our local 
community. On the other hand, it has been so rapid changes in 
the community in recent years while we may have forgotten 
and/or destroyed such sites and heritage without our enough 
examination. Dazaifu City local government have been exploring 
to construct the expected and good relationships between 
community/citizen and sites/heritage, along with the method 
to realize the comprehensiveness and to return the sites and 
heritage to the hands of citizens by the three actions as follows; 
(i) to watch the sites and heritage in the entire citizenhood, (ii) to 
protect the sites and heritage as cultural properties, and (iii) to 
rediscover and renovate the value of the sites and heritage as 
Citizens’ Heritage. “Dazaifu Citizens’ Heritage” is consisted from 
the set of three components; (i) the stories unique to Dazaifu 
City Area, (ii) the cultural heritage sites reflecting such stories, 
and (iii) activities to foster such heritage sites. The criteria to be 
certified as "Dazaifu Citizens' Heritage" have been expressed as 
the citizens' "consent". There have been already certified 8 cases 
from FY2010, while it has been seen also some problems due to 
the institutionalized.
